
HOW TO CREATE AN ORAL ASSIGNMENT, GRADE IT, AND POST RESULTS, IN REAL TIME! 
 

 Summary of Steps: The tricky part is that the grading itself for the assignment submitted 
through Wimba will be done through another column in the gradebook associated with the 
Discussion you set up to give the student substantive feedback.  

I. 

A. Design an assignment with learning goals appropriate for your class. 

CREATING THE ASSIGNMENT 

B. On Concourse, create a new Voice Board entry, with: 

1. a title  

2. an oral prompt by you, telling students what to do 

3. a time limit for the oral presentation and deadline for submission 

4. Show students how to access it. 
 

II. 
This initial grade and feedback is done on your desktop before transferring to the Discussion tool in 
Concourse. 

 GRADING 

1. Create or adopt a grading form for your class level, call it “Oral Grades”.  
(contact V. Askildson for model rubrics for all levels). [If you recall, the Grading Forms 
tool must be activated for use in a course as it is turned off by default. To turn it on, the 
navigation path is Manage Course -> Settings -> Tools column, select “Grading Forms” -> 
Click into “True” and click “Save Values”] 

2. Create a word document on your computer called “Oral grades” with the 
grading rubric copied and pasted for each student, each assignment. 

3.  In a browser, open the Voice Board entry under Teach, prepare to listen to 
individual students. 

4. Open the word doc “Oral grades” on your computer.   

5. While listening to the student, keep “Oral grades” open, write commentaries 
and numerical grades for each student according to the rubric, and calculate the grade. 

6.  Save the document, “Oral grades.” 

 



III. 

1.  On Concourse, open the Discussion category and make it visible to students. 

 POSTING GRADES AND COMMENTS ON-LINE 

2.  Create a Discussion topic with the title of the assignment, and these options: 

a)  “Journal”  topic 

b)  Grade by grading form.  Insert a link to your grading rubric.    

c)  Do not allow peer review (under “Peer Review”). 

3.  Students can post messages and receive messages; authors are identified; 
Private; entries are visible to author and section instructors only (Under “Topic Behavior 
Options”). 

4.  Tell students to post a brief message for you on Discussion.  Their message 
must be at least one word in order for you to be able to reply. 

5.  Open your Discussion, Journal entries.  Reply to students by clicking on 
“Comment,” then copy and paste your comments and grade into their Journal entries.  
Close window. 

6. You are done!   Students will retrieve your comments at their leisure. 
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